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Abstract. When using Short Message Service (SMS) as a tool for data collection in psychological research, participants can be contacted at
any time. This study examined how sampling frequency and time of day of contact impacted on response rates, response completeness, and
response delay in repeated measures data collected via SMS. Eighty-five undergraduate students completed a six-item self-report questionnaire
via SMS, in response to 20 SMS prompts sent on a random schedule. One group responded across 2 days, the other on a compressed schedule of
1 day. Overall, there was a high response rate. There was no significant difference in response rate, completeness, and delay of those responding
across 1 or 2 days. Timing between prompts did not impact on response behavior. Responses were more likely to be complete if prompts were
sent during the working day. The shortest time between prompts was 15 min, however, and use of an undergraduate sample limits
generalizability. When conducting repeated measures sampling using SMS, researchers should be aware that more frequent sampling can be
associated with poorer data quality, and should aim to collect data during the working day rather than mornings or evenings.
Keywords: methodology, data quality, Short Message Service, mobile telephone

Sampling frequency can be thought of as the number of
There is almost total saturation of mobile telephone ownership in Australian adults (Australian Communications and responses required over a fixed period of time (such as a
Media Authority, 2013) and high levels of mobile owner- day), or the amount of time that has passed since the last
response was required, defined here asprompt spacing.
ship globally (Anhoj & Moldrup, 2009). This offers access
to research participants regardless of their location (Haller, Thinking of sampling frequency in terms of prompt spacing
is particularly helpful if responses are sought on a random
Sanci, Sawyer, Coffey, & Patton, 2006). Short Message
Service (SMS) is a text-only communication method avail- schedule, which is often done to avoid behaviors being
able on almost all mobile telephones. Although the rise of altered by the expectation that a response will soon be
smartphones has led to considerable uptake of other mobile required (Wheeler & Reis, 1991). The use of a particular
text-based communication technologies, SMS is used by sampling frequency is broadly driven by the expected
many people daily and is likely to remain relevant in the change, variability, or frequency of what is being measured.
future (Australian Communications and Media Authority, For example, a mood-tracking questionnaire may be appro2013; Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, 2014; Mackay priate for shorter intervals (Cranford et al, 2006), but a
voting habits questionnaire would be more appropriate over
& Weidlich, 2009). SMS is particularly suited for repeated
measures research due to its preexisting integration into longer periods (e.g., yearly, as in Wright, 1993). When
participants’ everyday lives and low cost. Its bidirectional judging an appropriate sampling frequency, particularly
nature lends itself to signal-contingent sampling, where when change can be expected to be rapid (e.g., mood),
participants provide answers when prompted, rather than researchers face some decisions: More frequent sampling
when an event occurs or on a response schedule without minimizes recall bias and increases study power (Raphael,
reminders to respond. Though there is a growing body of 1987; Raudenbush & Xiao-Feng, 2001); however, increased
psychological research using SMS in repeated measures frequency places a greater burden on participants (Bolger,
data collection, there is still a dearth of systematic method- Davis, & Rafaeli, 2003), which may reduce compliance
ological examination ofits properties as a research mode and produce poorer quality data (Ebner-Priemer & Kubiak,
2007).
(Cocco & Tuzzi, 2012; Tomlinson et al., 2009). One area
Using SMS for repeated measures self-report data
to be investigated is the temporal properties of SMS as a
tool for data collection – specifically, how the timing of collection has occurred across a wide range of sampling
sampling (both frequency and time of day) may impact frequencies, from eight times daily for 21 days (Berkman,
Dickenson, Falk, & Lieberman, 2011) to monthly over
on response behavior.
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the course of a year (Shrewsbury et al., 2010). EbnerPriemer and Kubiak (2007) note the lack of structured
investigation of methodological aspects of repeated sampling designs and limited justification for sampling
frequency in the wider repeated measures literature, a criticism that applies to the mode of SMS. There is one
example where sampling frequency of SMS was systematically manipulated (Conner & Reid, 2012); however, this
was focused on the implications of oversampling on the
construct being measured, rather than the impact on
response behavior itself. Such research addresses the inevitable interactions between research topics, question types,
sampling frequencies, and resultant response behavior, but
more methodologically focused investigations are required
to form basic foundations for expected response behavior.
One aspect of data quality is response behavior. This is
how participants engage with research in terms of response
rates, response completeness, and response delay. Response
rates can be impacted by many factors, such as poor study
design or a difficult-to-reach sample (Dillman, Smyth, &
Christian, 2009), but high response rates maximize the sample size (Fox, Crask, & Kim, 1988) and minimize nonresponse bias, which can threaten the validity of a study’s
conclusions (Flick, 1988; Groves & Peytcheva, 2008; Shih,
2008). Meta-analyses spanning different topics and methodologies estimate response rates in self-report research to be
less than 50% (Baruch, 1999; Baruch & Holtom, 2008;
Yu & Cooper, 1983). Repeated measures research is particularly vulnerable to low response rates due to increasing
attrition as studies progress (Little, 1995). Response rates
in research using SMS for repeated measures also vary
widely, from just 23% (Mutua et al., 2012) to 100%
(Donaldson, Fallows, & Morris, 2014), but no investigation
has examined what may be influencing these different
rates.
Response completeness is reduced by skipping items or
sending an unfinished response (Sax, Gilmartin, & Bryant,
2003). This may be due to accident or oversight, with participants unsystematically missing questions. It can also be
intentional, if participants choose to not answer a particular
question. Whether unsystematic or systematic, incompleteness can be problematic where total scores need to be calculated, and when the analysis of choice is not robust to
missing data (Mogensen, 1963; Van Buuren, 2010). Perhaps
due to the small size of the mobile telephone screen necessitating scrolling between reading and answering questions,
SMS responses tend to be less complete than their paper
counterparts (Gold et al., 2011). Another contributing factor
may be participant burden. Thus overly burdensome sampling schedules could lead to less complete responses.
The delay between when a response is requested and
when it is given is also important. In the case of data collection using SMS for research, response delays may be
due to participants being away from their phone and thus
unaware an SMS has arrived, or participants choosing not
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to respond immediately. The shorter the delay between
when a response is prompted and when it is received, the
less scope there is for recall bias to distort results. Selfreport research using SMS has encountered a range of
response delays, from an average delay of 2 min (Conner
& Reid, 2012) up to 60 min (Lepper, Eijkemans, Beijma,
Loggers, & Tuijn, 2013). While long delays may not be
problematic for all research, it is desirable to minimize
delay if the researcher is seeking to measure momentary
experience (e.g., current mood).
The association between time of day and response
behavior has generally focused on telephone interviews.
Researchers are generally urged to contact people when
they are likely to be at home and available – outside of business hours (D’Arrigo, Durrant, & Steele, 2009). These specific recommendations may not apply to SMS, because a
voice call is typically taken or ignored as it arrives, while
an SMS message may be left in the receiver’s inbox to be
dealt with at their discretion. This asynchronous nature of
SMS is often used to provide thinking time in everyday
SMS usage (Rettie, 2009), and may allow participants more
flexibility in responding. However, this flexibility may
cause response delays and missing responses due to participants forgetting that the SMS has been received. Therefore,
the logic that time of day may be associated with availability and thus response behavior, may still hold for collecting
data via SMS.
This experiment explored how the temporal factors of
sampling frequency, prompt spacing, and time of day
impacted on response rate, completeness, and delay in signal-contingent self-report repeated measures sampling
using SMS. The study paradigm was designed with these
methodological questions in mind, and used a short six-item
questionnaire with a mixture of question types (binary,
Likert, and open-ended). The topic of questions was mental
time travel (e.g., remembering a previous meal or anticipating an upcoming social event). It was hypothesized that
more frequent sampling and closer prompt spacing would
be associated with lower response rates and less complete
responses, and shorter response delays (as longer delays
are more likely to result in responses being missed altogether). While there is some indication that availability
may be related to response, it is not known how time of
day will influence SMS response.

Method
Participants
Eighty-five undergraduate students in Australia, aged
17–46 (M = 21, SD = 5.38), 74% female, participated in
return for course credit.1 To standardize the response

In accordance with the ethical principle of provision for withdrawal without penalty, this incentive was not contingent on full completion
of all prompts: Course credit was offered regardless of response rate.
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experience, a condition of participation was ownership of
an iPhone.

Materials
Participants completed two computer-administered questionnaires: an initial demographic information instrument
and an exit instrument reflecting on the participation
experience. The ongoing participation consisted of a sixitem self-report instrument with a mix of question types.
The questionnaire was designed to explore methodological
issues but was part of a larger study on mental time travel.
The repeated measures questionnaire consisted of (1) a
Likert-style rating of current mood, on a scale of 0 = poor,
to 5 = good; (2) a categorical nomination of current temporal orientation of thoughts (remembering/knowing/present/
imagining/future thought/other); (3) a binary yes/no
response to whether participants intended to do anything
based on current thoughts; (4) an open-ended question asking for more information about plans; (5) a categorical
nomination of current location (home/work/university/
transport/other); and (6) a categorical nomination of the
presence of other individuals (alone/with others and not
engaging with them/with others and engaging with them).
The full questionnaire was sent via SMS to participants
once. Prompts to complete it consisted of the text ‘‘Please
complete the MTT questionnaire. Questions? Email
[researcher’s email].’’ As all participants used iPhones,
which organize incoming SMS according to number, upon
receiving each prompt, participants scrolled to the top of
the conversation and replied to the original SMS.

Procedure
Data collection took place in 2011 and 2012. Participants
met with the researcher to complete the initial computeradministered instrument. At this time, they confirmed they
owned an iPhone and had sufficient credit to send the SMS
required by the study, and provided their mobile telephone
numbers. The researcher sent all participants an SMS containing the six-item questionnaire, and informed participants they would each receive 20 SMS prompts sent
between 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m., on weekdays only, on
a randomized schedule. Participants were informed of
whether they would be participating in the 1- or 2-day
condition. They were asked to respond as soon as possible
by replying with their answers. Research has demonstrated
successful sampling at 15 min (Ebner-Priemer & Kubiak,
2007), so this was chosen as the shortest interval; however,
because we did not want to influence participant expectations, this minimum interval was not disclosed.
Data collection began with all participants responding
across 2 days, receiving 10 prompts per day (a total of 20
prompts across 2 days). When preliminary analyses indicated unexpectedly high response rates, the researchers
chose to add a condition of higher sampling frequency,
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where participants would receive 20 prompts over a
single day. While random assignment to responding across
1 or 2 days would have been ideal, the exploratory nature of
this research and discovery of an unexpected capacity for a
compressed sampling frequency made this unfeasible. This
resulted in all participants recruited first being assigned to
the 2-day condition. Those recruited after the decision to
change sampling frequency were assigned to the 1-day
condition. The larger number of participants in the 2-day
condition reflected the fact that the 1-day condition was
added relatively late in the data collection process.
Participants were unaware of the two different sampling
schedules when signing up for the study. Aside from sampling across 1 or 2 days, all other aspects of the method
(recruitment, instructions, and questions) were identical
across the two groups. Once repeated measures data collection was complete, participants met once again with the
researcher to complete the computer-administered exit
questionnaire. At this point, those not on unlimited texting
plans were reimbursed for the cost of sending reply SMS in
the course of participation.

Results
A series of general linear multilevel (also known as
hierarchical) models, with response behavior nested by
participant, was used. Where any variable of interest was
missing, that observation (e.g., particular time point for a
particular participant) was removed from analysis. Significance of predictors was established by comparison of the
model fit with and without the predictor (v2), and bootstrapping to create 95% confidence intervals (95% CI)
around the slopes (at 10,000 replicates). Response time
variables (response delay, and time since last response)
were log transformed for analysis due to skewness and
bounding.
Given that some attrition may be expected (Little,
1995), responses were examined for systematic degradation
of response rates as the study progressed, to establish
whether sampling occasion (1 through 20) would need to
be controlled for in subsequent analyses. There was no evidence of attrition over the course of the study (Figure 1),
and in all cases, adding prompt spacing or time of day to
models containing sampling occasion as a predictor led to
significantly better fit (at p < .001). This indicated that systematic attrition did not need to be controlled for by adding
sampling occasion as a covariate into subsequent analyses.
Response behavior was examined in terms of response
rates (the number of prompts receiving a response),
response completeness (the percentage of questions
answered among responses received), and response delay
(the number of minutes between sending a prompt and
receiving a response). Those responding across 2 days
(n = 62, 74% response rate, with mean completion 63%
and 14-min delay) and 1 day (n = 23, 78% response rate,
with mean completion rate 70% and 11-min delay) did
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Figure 1. Response behavior, by sampling occasion (top row) and by prompt spacing (bottom row). Separation by
sampling across 1 or 2 days in the top row demonstrates similarity in response behavior across different sampling
frequencies. The y-axes in the second row have been truncated at 400 min in the interests of readability; outliers of up to
800 min were present.

not significantly differ in terms of response rates, percentage completion, and response delays (Figure 1), v2(1) =
1.03, p = .31; v2(1) = 1.34, p = .25; and v2(1) = 1.03,
p = .31, respectively. The intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC) for a logistic nested model, calculated as in Zeger,
Liang, and Albert (1988), revealed a vanishingly small
advantage gained by nesting data by whether participants
samples across 1 or 2 days (ICC < 0.01). Accordingly, it
was not included as a covariate or grouping variable.
Prompt spacing did not have a significant effect on
response rates, completeness, or delay. As specific ranges
in time may be associated with different response behavior
patterns (e.g., workday vs. evening), regression trees (with a
liberal .0015 complexity cutoff) were used to find split
points within the data, to bin time into meaningful groupings. In the following models, time of day was added as a
predictor to models already containing prompt spacing.
There was no relationship between the time of day a prompt
was sent and response rates, or with response delay; the
regression tree indicated no split points, and adding time
Journal of Media Psychology 2015

as a continuous predictor did not significantly improve
model fit, v2(1) = 3.4, p = .07. Neither was there a relationship between time of day and response delay: Adding time
binned into seven categories (as indicated by the regression
tree) as a predictor did not significantly improve model fit,
v2(7) = 7.2, p = .409.
There was a significant relationship between time of day
and response completeness. Regression trees of this relationship revealed four split points, resulting in five bins
which we arbitrarily named according to time or most likely
activity: morning (8:00 a.m. – 8:30 a.m.), day (8:30 a.m. –
4:30 p.m.), early afternoon (4:30 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.), late
afternoon (6:00 p.m. – 6:45 p.m.) and evening (6:45 p.m.
– 10:00 p.m.). The mean percentage completion for
morning responses was 40%, for day 66%, for early afternoon 60%, for late afternoon 71%, and for evening 60%.
Adding these bins as a predictor of percentage completion
significantly improved model fit, v2(4) = 16.379,
p = .002. Commute and evening responses were significantly less complete than day responses (b = 7.49,
Ó 2015 Hogrefe Publishing
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95% CI [ 12.57, 2.46]; and b = 5.69, 95% CI [ 10.00,
1.40], respectively), but morning and afternoon responses
did not significantly differ from day responses.

Discussion
This study explored the impact of sampling frequency,
prompt spacing, and time of day on SMS response behavior
in a signal-contingent self-report repeated measures paradigm. Response rates were higher than the average 50%
response rate estimated in the wider psychological literature
(Baruch, 1999; Baruch & Holtom, 2008; Yu & Cooper,
1983), and surprisingly did not exhibit the expected attrition
given the repeated measures nature of sampling (Little,
1995). Though the lack of attrition across sampling occasions may be due to the relatively short time frame of sampling and thus would not hold for research undertaken over
a longer time period, the high retention rate is promising for
using SMS for intensive sampling. This suggests that SMS
is a viable data collection tool for research where frequent
self-report data is required.
Overall, responses were prompt, if not quite as quick as
the 2-min turnaround of Conner and Reid (2012). This was
likely due to the longer instrument used in the current study.
It should be noted that the current study could not comment
on whether delays were due to participants not seeing the
prompt or because they chose to wait to respond. As accidental or active choice to delay responding may have different impacts on response quality, this issue should be
investigated further. For example, evening responses were
significantly less complete than day responses and this
may have been due to participants being asleep and thus
missing incoming SMS. Regardless of the cause of
response delay, this indicates that researchers considering
SMS as a tool for self-report data may expect low response
delays. This is of particular utility in areas where retrospective recall bias or intervening events may diminish the
validity of self-report data, as may be the case in recording
of passing thoughts or of emotions.
In line with the literature, there was a potentially problematic number of incomplete responses (Gold et al.,
2011). This problem could be addressed in a number of
ways. Firstly, one could simply avoid collecting data at
times known to be problematic. The relationship between
completeness and time of day is informative, as it suggests
that researchers working with an undergraduate sample are
likely to maximize the completeness of responses by avoiding times when participants may be traveling and evenings,
where possible. Future research could build on the association between response completeness and time of day by
examining nonundergraduate samples, as, for example, it
is quite likely that working hours would be unsuitable for
a professional adult population. Another possible solution
to this problem is alternative data collection methods that
are similar to SMS but can prevent submission of incomplete responses, such as mobile applications or app-like
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website environments. Forced response completeness raises
ethical concerns by removing the capacity to refuse to
answer particular questions. Reminder messages which
highlight unanswered questions, but allow the participant
to move on, are an alternative which may improve response
rates without raising ethical concerns.
The hypothesis that more frequent sampling and closer
prompt spacing would be associated with lower response
rates and less complete responses, but shorter response
delays, was not supported. The indication that higher sampling frequency (and associated closely spaced prompts)
does not adversely impact on response behavior is promising. Firstly, the current results suggest that SMS can be a
very useful tool for research regarding constructs known
to fluctuate on the order of minutes – for example, mood
(Cranford et al, 2006). Secondly, it leaves considerable
scope to see how far a researcher can push the sampling frequency and prompt spacing before response behavior
breaks down. Such investigation should be mindful of ethical considerations of response burden and intrusiveness of
repeated questioning, and physical possibility (as prompt
spacing must exceed the time it takes to type a response).
This relates to both the sampling frequency and the length
of the instrument to be completed. It would also be useful to
establish how the length of the instrument may impact on
the relationship between sampling frequency and response
behavior, keeping in mind that surprisingly lengthy instruments (10 or more items) can be administered via SMS
(Walsh & Brinker, 2014).
Though this study was explicitly designed to address
broad methodological issues, the generalizability of results
is still somewhat bound to the particular questions asked.
For example, open-ended questions take physically longer
to type than multiple-choice questions, and questionnaires
with more open-ended questions may expect longer delays.
The particular topic may impact on many aspects of
response behavior, including response rates (Cook et al.,
2000), where difficult or sensitive questions may translate
into greater participant burden and thus lower response
rates (Bolger, Davis, & Rafaeli, 2003; Ebner-Priemer &
Kubiak, 2007). Generalizability is further limited by the
choice to use an undergraduate sample, and limiting
respondents to those using iPhones. Despite these limitations, this study sheds some light on what prospective
research using SMS may expect, and is a useful beginning
for further investigation of sampling frequency when using
SMS for self-report data collection.
This experiment explored how sampling frequency,
prompt spacing, and time of day impacted on response rate,
completeness, and delay. The remarkably low attrition and
lack impact of sampling frequency on response behavior
suggest that SMS can be a useful method when the
researcher wishes to track a self-reported phenomenon
across frequent sampling occasions. However, response
incompleteness is a potential drawback which is difficult
to address without turning to other modes, such as mobile
apps. SMS, through lengthier instruments, more frequent
sampling, and longer sampling durations. This study is
the first step in understanding the temporal issues related
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to signal-contingent self-report data collection using SMS.
By systematically varying elements of the current study
design, such as sample, topic, question format, and sampling frequency, future research can build a valuable framework to guide the application of SMS as a tool for data
collection.
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